




 
 

 
 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS, SEATTLE DISTRICT 

P.O. BOX 3755 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON  98124-3755 

 

    REPLY  TO  
    ATTENTION OF 

CENWS-OD-ME-NR                                                                                           4 September 2013 
 
 
MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 
 

DoDFMR 
Determination and Findings 

Authority to Exercise an Economy Act Order 
 
Servicing Agency:  United States Department of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation 
 
Requesting Agency:  Operations Division, Seattle District, Northwestern Division, U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers 
 
SUBJECT:  Transfer of funding to the Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) Under the Economy Act 
and in accordance with the Interagency Partnership Agreement dated February 11, 2005. 
 
 

FINDINGS 
 

1.  Background.  This is an Economy Act work with the Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) based on 
an existing Economy Act Agreement (Attachment A).  The BOR is to conduct Facilities 
Vulnerability Assessments (Dreissenid mussels) at five of Seattle District’s operating projects.  
There will be no contracts and only the BOR employees will conduct the work.  This 
determination and findings is therefore made pursuant to DoDFMR. 
 
2.  Dreissenid mussels (Quagga and Zebra mussels) are aggressive biofoulers.  When present in the 
raw water source, they become a serious fouling problem for all facilities using this water unless 
defensive steps are taken.  There are two main types of fouling; acute and chronic.  Chronic fouling 
occurs when juvenile dreissenid mussels attach themselves to external and internal structures.  The 
juvenile mussels grow in place and reduce or even cut off the water flow.  Acute fouling occurs when 
a large build up of adult mussel shells, alive or dead, becomes detached from upstream locations and 
is carried by the water flow into piping systems.  The large quantities of mussel shells quickly plug 
small diameter pipes, fixed strainers, filters and heat-exchangers.  Such events can occur at 
unexpected times and, if not anticipated, can have rapid and significant consequences.  It is essential 
that any facility anticipating dreissenid mussel invasion is prepared to deal with both types of fouling.  
The BOR is the pioneering federal agency with the development and execution of Facility 
Vulnerability Assessments to identify potential fouling areas in dams and their associated facilities. 
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3.  The Corps will utilize the expertise of the BOR on conducting a Facility Vulnerability 
Assessment.  This entails evaluating each dam in the Seattle District (Albeni Falls, Chief Joseph, 
Howard Hanson, Libby, and Mud Mountain Dams).  It will involve the identification of 
structures and systems that may be vulnerable to both acute and chronic fouling by invasive 
dreissenid mussel species.  It will provide information on available facilities protection options to 
assist in planning and budgeting should a future infestation occur at any of these facilities.  By 
the end of fiscal year 2014, the work will end with finalized reports of their findings for each 
operating projects.   
 
4.  Performance of this work by the BOR is in the best interest of the Government and the work 
is within the Scope of Work of the Interagency Partnership Agreement between the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers (Corps) and BOR (Attachment A). 
 
5.  The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has legal authority to acquire these services. 
 
6.  These services conducted by the BOR cannot be obtained as conveniently or as economically 
by contracting directly with a private source.  Market research revealed that similar services 
conducted by a private firm would cost Seattle District $85,088.00 and if conducted by Seattle 
District employees, the cost would be $65,500.00 for five dams versus $59,648.00 under the 
BOR (Attachment B). 
 
7.  The servicing agency, BOR, has the necessary resources and technical expertise to conduct 
the assessments and provide the associated reports.  The BOR manages, operates, and maintains 
flood control and hydro-electric dams similar to the Corps.  Since numerous of the BOR’s dams 
were the first to be infested with these invasive species such as Hoover Dam (detected in 2007), 
the BOR has in-depth knowledge, experience, and skills in the areas that these species can be 
found in the infrastructures during their yearly inspections; the cost of removing these species; 
the time to assess the sites; and the extent to control these species from further damaging the 
infrastructures.  This incident particularly at Hoover Dam has pushed the BOR to conduct and 
support research development, and monitoring that resulted to a vulnerability assessment 
inspection and a report that could be shared and useful by Corps staff.  Because of the BOR’s 
pioneering experience, expertise, and efforts to detect and control the invasive species, Kansas 
City, Omaha, Walla Walla, and Portland Districts have used the BOR to conduct their 
vulnerability assessments in their faculties, found their product to be useful for future 
inspections, and provided the type of consistency that meets NWD’s Invasive Species Program.  
 
8.  Funds in the amount of $59,648.00 are available for obligation from the Civil Works 
Operation and Maintenance Budget for FY 2014 and are designated for this purpose.  
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9.  The support provided by BOR does not conflict with other agency’s authority.  
 
10.  All work will be performed by BOR employees.  No contracting shall be conducted under 
this economy order. 
 
11.  BOR has acknowledged a willingness to undertake the work, and can fully perform the 
services (Attachment C).  The MIPR number for this work is W68MD931516706.  
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ATTACHMENT A 

 
MOA and SA between BOR and USACE 
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ATTACHMENT B 
 

Cost Comparison  
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ATTACHMENT C 
 

BOR Scope of Work 
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